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Attention: Editor
February 11, 2020
PRESS RELEASE

New Improvements in Croatian Bioplastics and
Anticorrosion Packaging Plant:

EcoCortec® Offers Rapid-Response Shipping!
Croatian bioplastics and anticorrosion packaging plant is pleased to offer rapid response, same-day
shipping for most of its standard VpCI® products. EcoCortec’s clients can now place an order for any of the
standard products from the plant’s rich assortment of environmentally safe VpCI® solutions providing
premium corrosion protection. EcoCortec’s customers simply need to submit their orders before noon
’s

and request same-day shipping on any of standard EcoCortec’s stock items. Our clients are EcoCortec’s
priority and the plants’ team is working constantly on improving our shipping services. Croatian plant
offers a wide range of environmentally safe films and bags as well as other corrosion protection solutions
such as coatings and additives that provide patented VpCI corrosion protection. EcoCortec® plant
continues to grow and export its products to EU, Asia and USA. Rapid-Response Shipping is our latest step
taken to ensure our clients enjoy premium customer experience and have their products delivered
immediately to protect their valuable assets from corrosion.
Located in Croatia’s Baranja region on a 10,000
square meter site the plant offers complete
converting, extruding, and printing capabilities.
EcoCortec® is working together with the goal of
spreading environmentally responsible corrosion
protection technologies in Europe and abroad.
EcoCortec® films and production processes
conform to high quality standards and include a
first of its kind recycling programme in Europe.

The plant has pioneered two technologies of biodegradable and compostable films: Eco Film® and Eco
Works®. They offer certified biodegradable alternatives (DIN CERTCO industrial compostability) to
polyethylene films and bags while still offering
excellent performance characteristics. Our
continuous research and innovation approach
combined with ecological awareness are among the
reasons why we are a leader in the corrosion
protection industry. Thanks to EcoCortec’s excellent
shipping record and ongoing improvement, the
company is happy to be able to provide customers
with rapid response shipping of stock corrosion
solutions for packaging, oil and gas, water
treatment, renewables and numerous other
industries.
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